
Evidence To The Contrary 
(1990’s or 2000’s ?) 

Despite mounds  
And sounds  
Of resistance  
And evidence  
To the contrary 
A query  
On the existence  
Of omnipotence 
Puzzles  
And pulls  
At her heart’s  
Hidden  
Hole  
Of hopes  
Shot to pieces 
Ragged hopes  
Still harbored  
With alternating doubt 
And devotion 
To a nebulous notion 
Of a safe haven 
A heaven of loving 

Iconoclastic? 
Yeah, she kind of clashes 
But despite appearances 
Of her internal inferno 
She’s essentially 
Truly spiritual 
A miracle? 

Tucked away 
Wonders  
Of a childhood  
World  
Gone weird 
Toppled  
And torqued  
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Resort  
To reasons  
Of insanity  
And stoic disconnect 
From intrusions  
Of emotions  
To sustain  
A surface semblance  
Of normalcy 
At least externally 
In this enormity 
Of  conformity 
But in reality 
Going through  
Maniacal motions  
Full frenetic speed ahead 
A dead heat  
To defeat  
The foe  
The fear 
A phantom frozen fighter 
From defiling  
Forced one-nighters 

We fathom a glitch 
A wrinkle in the 
Brow- 
Beaten 
Kitten 
Pussy 
Paw me? 

I fear a flaw in the foal 
A fatal fissure  
In the fantasy  
In force 
Intact 
In fact 
A fold in the facial frontal form  
That’s a frown 
An everlasting lull  
In the sound of celebration  
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Slow in relation  
To recovery 
And discovery  
Of possibilities  
Of dreams redeemed  

But how? 
Now cowering  
In a cautious corner  
Tenuous  
Tembling interior  
Fumbling 
Rumbling 
Rumbling to the rage  
Of reality gone bad 
Right before your disbelieving  
Baby brown eyes  
She cries 
"Mommy, the monster is not under the bed 
It's on top of me 
And I can't breathe" 

Rumble to the roar  
Of the dissonant drone  
A moan in the distance  
Of indifference  
Run riot  
To the wall  
Of the ruling  
Righteous?  
Enduring the damage 
Pick up the precious pieces  
To preserve  
The power to secure 
Despite evidence  
To the contrary  
A lifeline 
Refuge 
Safety 
A rarity 
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